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We have studied the noise spectra in a nonlinear magneto-optical rotation experiment in a ru-
bidium vapor. We observed the reduction of noise in the intensity difference of two orthogonally
polarized components of the laser beam. The dependence of the noise level on both the frequency
and the longitudinal magnetic field has been studied. We found that the optimal condition for the
noise reduction is to work around zero longitudinal magnetic field, where the intensity correlation
between the two orthogonally polarized components is maximum. Our results can be used to reduce
or eliminate the atomic excess noise, therefore improving the sensitivity of nonlinear magneto-optical
rotation magnetometers and other atom-optical based applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
Improving the sensitivity of magnetometers is impor-
tant both for practical applications and for fundamental
research. Magnetometers based on atom-optical tech-
niques, such as the optical pumping magnetometers [1]
and the nonlinear magneto-optical rotation (NMOR)
magnetometers [2, 3, 4], have achieved sensitivities of the
order of 10−15 T Hz−1/2. Quantum noise starts to play
a crucial role in obtaining higher sensitivity, which ap-
proaches the atom shot-noise-limited sensitivity [5]. One
of the contributions to the quantum noise is the increase
of laser beam intensity fluctuation due to the laser inter-
acting with an atomic vapor (atomic excess noise). Possi-
ble processes that are responsible for the generation of the
atomic excess noise include the conversion of laser phase
noise to intensity noise [6, 7, 8, 9] and the four-wave mix-
ing process [10]. Although the atomic excess noise could
be a useful spectroscopic tool [6, 11], it is usually not de-
sirable in atom-optical based applications, such as atom-
optical magnetometers, atomic frequency references [12],
and the generation of squeezed light [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
To reduce or eliminate the influence of atomic excess
noise, one can take advantage of the intensity correlation
properties of the optical fields passing through an atomic
vapor. As is shown in [18], an electromagnetically in-
duced transparency (EIT) experiment was performed by
coupling two beams from one laser with an excited state
and Zeeman sublevels of the ground state in a rubidium
vapor. The authors observed the intensity correlation
and anticorrelation between two circularly polarized laser
beams. More generally, a similar effect was also observed
with two beams from two independent lasers [19]. In the
case of correlation or anticorrelation, the intensity noise
in each of two laser fields is fluctuating with a phase dif-
ference of 0 or 180◦. A simple summation or subtraction
of these two signals can suppress the noise. Experiments
have shown the ability of reducing the noise to the shot-
noise level by taking the difference of two laser beams in
an EIT configuration [20]. In NMOR experiments, the
recent observation of the intensity correlation [21], along
with the power spectra study of the noise at 2.5 MHz [22],
indicate the possibility of using the intensity correlation
to reduce or eliminate the atomic excess noise.
In this paper, we report the experimental study of the
noise spectra in a nonlinear magneto-optical rotation ex-
periment in a rubidium vapor. We show that the atomic
excess noise in NMOR can be essentially reduced to the
shot-noise level because of the intensity correlation of two
orthogonally polarized components. The dependence of
the noise in the difference signal of these two components
on both frequency and magnetic field, has been studied.
Our results show that the optimal working condition for
reducing the atomic excess noise is to work near zero
longitudinal magnetic field.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
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FIG. 1: The experimental schematic and the energy diagram
(the inset). ECDL: external cavity diode laser; OI: optical
isolator; PBS: polarizing beam splitter; λ/2: half-wave plate;
BPD: balanced photo diode; SA: spectrum analyzer; PC: com-
puter.
The experimental schematic is illustrated in Fig. 1.
The laser source is an external cavity diode laser (ECDL)
2described in [23]. The laser is tuned to the rubidium D1
line (795 nm), specifically at the transition 5S1/2 (F=2)
↔ 5P1/2 (F=1) of
87Rb, referenced to the Doppler-free
saturation resonance in a rubidium cell at room temper-
ature. The frequency drift is less than 30 MHz per hour
after a sufficient warm-up time. The linewidth of the
laser emission is less than 1 MHz. The laser beam has
a diameter of 1 mm, and it is linearly polarized. After
passing through an optical isolator, the beam proceeds
through a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and possesses
a polarization parallel to the optical table.
The beam goes into a glass cell filled with a rubidium
vapor that contains the natural isotope abundance of ru-
bidium atoms. The cell has the length of 7.5 cm, and
it is heated to reach an atomic density of 1012 cm−3. A
two-layer magnetic shield isolates the cell from environ-
mental magnetic fields in the lab, while a solenoid inside
the magnetic shield provides an adjustable longitudinal
magnetic field. The linearly polarized beam is a combi-
nation of the left- and right-circularly polarized compo-
nents. The two circular components are coupled to the
energy levels of 87Rb as shown in the energy diagram in
Fig. 1.
The output beam from the rubidium cell is analyzed
by a half-wave plate (λ/2) and a PBS. The half-wave
plate is set to rotate the polarization by 45◦, such that
without the rubidium cell, the PBS equally splits the
intensity of the beam. If the rubidium cell is placed in
the system, a rotation angle of the beam polarization
will be introduced that depends on the magnitude of the
longitudinal magnetic field [5]. With a nonzero magnetic
field (B 6=0), the two beams coming out from the PBS
do not have equal intensities. Recording the intensities
of two beams as I1 and I2, the polarization rotation due
to rubidium atoms can be calculated using the following
equation
φ = arcsin(
I1 − I2
I1 + I2
) . (1)
To study the power spectra of the atomic excess noise,
a balanced photo detector (BPD) with a sensitivity of
2×104 V/W and a bandwidth from DC to 100 MHz is
used to register the intensities of two laser beams. The
optical path lengths of the beams going into two channels
of the BPD are chosen to be the same so that no addi-
tional time delay between the two channels is introduced.
The signal is analyzed by an RF spectrum analyzer. In
the case of a zero magnetic field (B=0), for example, each
channel of the BPD records an intensity
Ii = I0 + I(t) + δIi(t) , (i = 1, 2) , (2)
where I0 is the average intensity, I(t) is the low fre-
quency intensity fluctuations, and δIi(t) is the atomic
excess noise. Then, the difference signal ∆I from the
BPD is given by ∆I(t) = δI1(t) − δI2(t). The spectrum
analyzer gives the Fourier transform of the time depen-
dence of the signal.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
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FIG. 2: The power spectra of the noise from laser beams in
an NMOR experiment with the magnetic field B=0. The left
and right figures show the spectra with input laser powers of
0.24 mW and 0.49 mW, respectively. Traces (a1) and (b1) are
the noise spectra of one laser beam. Traces (a2) and (b2) are
the noise spectra of the balanced signal (with both beams).
The spectrum analyzer was setup with a resolution of 300 kHz
and a video bandwidth of 100 Hz.
We begin the presentation of the results by showing
the power spectra of noise with no magnetic field (B=0).
Figure 2 shows the noise spectra for different input laser
intensities. The left and right figures display the spectra
for input laser powers of 0.24 mW and 0.49 mW, respec-
tively. Traces (a2) and (b2) are recorded with two laser
beams sent to the BPD, and they show the noise spectra
of the difference signal. The noise is larger in the low fre-
quency region. The noise level approaches the shot-noise
level [20] at higher frequencies. For comparison, traces
(a1) and (b1) are recorded with only one laser beam sent
to the BPD. They represent the noise spectra of the laser
beam passing through the rubidium vapor. Before en-
tering the cell, the laser beam has small intensity noise
but large phase noise. The phase noise is converted into
the intensity noise due to the laser interacting with the
atoms. This process causes a substantial increase of in-
tensity fluctuations in the laser beam coming out of the
cell [6]. Our results show that these intensity fluctua-
tions can be suppressed by subtracting the intensity of
one laser beam from the other. Comparing the noise
spectra of one laser beam and of the difference signal,
(a1) and (a2) for instance, the noise level of the differ-
ence signal is dramatically reduced. When the input laser
power is doubled (0.49 mW), the corresponding spectra
presented as (b1) and (b2) show the same behavior, al-
though the shot-noise level increases approximately two
times because of the higher laser power. These results
can be understood as a consequence of the intensity cor-
relation between the two output laser beams from the
PBS. As is shown in [21], the intensities of two beams in
an NMOR experiment are highly correlated (correlation
function G(2)(0) ≈ 0.9) at zero magnetic field (B=0).
The fluctuations δI1(t) and δI2(t) are varying simultane-
ously, and thus ∆I(t) will be small.
The intensity correlation and the substantial reduction
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FIG. 3: The polarization rotation is plotted as a function of
the longitudinal magnetic field B.
of noise in NMOR experiments is not trivial in terms of
various behaviors at different magnitudes of the magnetic
field B. To show this, besides the preceding results with a
zero magnetic field, we have also studied the noise spec-
tra in NMOR at magnetic fields of various magnitudes.
Prior to showing these results, a typical measurement of
the polarization rotation in our experiment (laser power
P=0.24 mW) is presented in Fig. 3, to remind us of the
rotation dependence on the magnetic field.
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FIG. 4: The noise spectra dependence on the longitudinal
magnetic field. The noise level is plotted as a function of
both the frequency and the magnetic field. (a) The spectra
corresponding to magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 26.3 mG;
(b) The the spectra corresponding to magnetic fields ranging
from 26.3 mG to 184 mG. The arrows denote the ascending
direction of the magnitude of the magnetic field.
We record the noise spectra of the difference signal
with two output beams sent to the BPD for several mag-
netic fields. The results are presented as three dimen-
sional plots in Fig. 4 (laser power P=0.24 mW). The
magnetic field varies from 0 to 184 mG. The spectra cor-
responding to magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 26.3 mG
are shown in plot (a), and the ones corresponding to mag-
netic field ranging from 26.3 mG to 184 mG are shown
in plot (b). The spectra are sorted by the magnetic field
ascending along the arrows shown in the figure. The mag-
netic field in plot (a) steps by about 2.6 mG, while it steps
by about 26 mG in plot (b). Note that the noise spec-
tra corresponding to negative magnetic fields, which are
not plotted here, have the symmetric behaviors. From
these results, we see that the reduction of high frequency
noise is nearly the same for different magnetic fields, but
the low frequency noise is not appreciably reduced. This
shows that the low frequency noise is not correlated at
all magnitudes of the magnetic field, but the high fre-
quency noise is better correlated. A detailed study of
the noise spectra dependence on the magnetic field for
each individual NMOR system can provide a guideline
for choosing optimal working parameters to reduce or
eliminate the atomic excess noise.
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FIG. 5: (a) The level of noise at different frequencies is plotted
as a function of the magnitude of the magnetic field. (b) The
magnification of the dashed square region in (a). Different
symbols denote different frequencies. Square: 2 MHz; hollow
square: 5 MHz; triangle: 10 MHz; hollow triangle: 15 MHz;
dot: 20 MHz; circle: 30 MHz. The solid lines are smooth
connections of the data points.
To better demonstrate how the noise at a certain fre-
quency depends on the magnitude of the magnetic field,
we cut the three dimensional plots in Fig. 4 at spe-
cific frequencies along the plane of the magnetic field axis
and the intensity axis. The cross sections picked up are
shown in Fig. 5(a), in which the symbols square, hollow
square, triangle, hollow triangle, dot and circle represent
the level of noise at frequencies of 2 MHz, 5 MHz, 10
MHz, 15 MHz, 20 MHz and 30 MHz, respectively. At
the zero magnetic field, the noise is suppressed to the
shot-noise level over the entire frequency region. For the
frequencies lower than 20 MHz, the noise level increases
quickly within about 50 mG, and comes back close to the
shot-noise level within about 130 mG. For the frequencies
higher than 20 MHz, the noise level essentially remains
close to the shot-noise level. To show the details of the
rising slope in the dashed square in Fig. 5(a), a mag-
nification of this region is shown in Fig. 5(b). For low
frequency noise, the noise level remains nearly minimum
value not only at the zero magnetic field but also in a
small region around zero magnetic field. In our data, the
noise level of 2 MHz and 5 MHz noise is almost flat for
magnetic fields ranging from 0 to 2.5 mG.
These results show that, for the best reduction of
atomic excess noise in atom-optical applications, one
should work near a zero longitudinal magnetic field.
However, a rigorously exact zero magnetic field is not
necessary, because the same reduction of noise can be
obtained in a region around zero magnetic field. This
4property makes the implementation relatively easier and
more reliable. As an example, to obtain the best reduc-
tion of the atomic excess noise in NMOR magnetome-
ters, one might use an external calibrated magnetic field
to compensate [5], so that longitudinal magnetic field is
close to zero.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have experimentally studied the noise spectra in
a nonlinear magneto-optical rotation experiment in ru-
bidium vapor. We have shown that a detailed study of
noise reduction, due to the intensity correlation between
two orthogonally polarized components of the laser beam,
can suggest the optimal working conditions for reducing
atomic excess noise. The noise in the difference signal of
two orthogonal components at different frequencies has
been studies as a function of magnetic field. The study
of the noise dependence on both the noise frequency and
the magnetic field shows that the maximum reduction of
noise can be obtained around zero longitudinal magnetic
field.
Our results can be used to reduce or eliminate atomic
excess noise, and thus improve the sensitivity of NOMR
magnetometers. The study also indicates the potential
importance of the intensity correlations in other atom-
optical applications such as atomic frequency references
and the generation of squeezed light.
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